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Windows®. Life without Walls™. 
Acer recommends Windows.



Travel lighT. GeT More doNe
Of course, Time isn’ t everything. Lightness counts when you’r e on the move and the T ravelMate TimelineX series has that cover ed too.  
The four models of the TravelMate TimelineX series come in four screen sizes – 11.6”, 13.3”, 14.0” and 15.6” – each featuring a 16:9 aspect  
ratio, high-definition LED backlit display with integrated Acer Crystal Eye webcam, and are thin enough (just 26 mm / 1.02 inches at its thinnest 
point)*** and light enough (just 1.65 kg / 3.58 lbs.)*** for you to carry all day long without distracting you and your team fr om the job at hand. 

iNTeNSe BUSiNeSS DeMaNDS eXTreMe eFFiCieNCY 
There’s much more to the TravelMate TimelineX series than size and weight. Welcome to the world of extreme efficiency.
Unbeatable power savings on the move and full graphic performance as well as Acer EasyPort IV port replicator, to ensure easy connectivity 
and allow operation of multiple devices at the same time. The TravelMate TimelineX also comes with 3G**, Wi-Fi® and Bluetooth connectivity, 
not to mention the Acer Video Conference Solution. You’re going to be out a lot more than you’re used to.

lighTWeighT DeSigN. 
HeavY weiGHT SeCUriTY
We designed the T ravelMate TimelineX series to be as ef ficient as   
your business is, and just as secur e. Give your business a competitive  
advantage with these new notebooks that can help incr ease your  
productivity and enhance your security . All T ravelMate TimelineX  
notebooks featur e the advanced Acer Security platform that includes  
Acer Backup key to quickly duplicate your data to a location of your  
choice, Acer Bio-Pr otection fingerprint solution that uses cutting-edge  
biometric technology to secur e the system fr om unauthorized access,  
and enhanced Acer DASP (Disk Anti-Shock Protection) technology which 
insulates the hard drive and data from the bumps of daily business life.

your Business day may last more than 8* hours. 
so does the travelmate timelineX series
Acer breaks down perhaps the biggest barrier to your business mobility with the all-new TravelMate TimelineX series, 
powered by the latest low power consumption Intel® Core™  processors, that offers over eight hours battery life. If your 
business takes you away from the office, your efficiency depends on one thing more than anything else: battery life.  
The TravelMate TimelineX series was designed from scratch to maximize battery life 
and the results are stunning: over eight hours on a single charge or, if you prefer, 
London to New York non-stop.   

** on selected models
*** TravelMate 8371

EasyPort IV 
Port replicator


